Abstract-We perform a new analysis of the performance of the wide-band code-division multiple access (W-CDMA) randomized slotted-offset random access channel with Nakagamifading and compare it with the performance of a comparable randomized slotted-ALOHA-based random access channel. In a previous paper, it was shown through simulations that the W-CDMA random access channel is fast, robust, and simple to implement. However, the paper assumed that any random access packet arrival events involving multiple packets from cochannel mobile stations would result in lost packets. In this paper, closed-form equations are developed for the collision process of the arriving random access packets in slotted-offset and slotted-ALOHA random access channels. An analysis is then developed of the signal-to-interference and noise ratio of a packet involved in a multipacket direct-sequence code-division multiple-access collision with a generalized Nakagami fading channel and diversity reception at the base station. Finally, a closed-form equation is developed for the bit error rate and packet throughput of the slotted-offset-and slotted-ALOHA-based random-access channels. The results of the analysis show that considerable improvement in the random-access channel performance can be achieved when multiple arrival collisions, on the same timeslot and with the same signature code, are partially resolved. The results also show the random-access channel's sensitivity to fading severity, packet , spreading gain, and number of base station receive selection diversity antennas. Finally, it is shown that the W-CDMA random-access channel performs as well as comparable randomized Slotted-ALOHA designs in light fading conditions and slightly worse than Slotted-ALOHA in severe fading conditions. Index Terms-Nakagami fading channel, random access, slotted-ALOHA (S-ALOHA), wide-band code-division multiple access (W-CDMA).
I. INTRODUCTION
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RCCH message loss problems, particularly when a large number of mobile stations (MS) at a high-traffic base station (BS) attempt to transmit their messages simultaneously on the common RCCH. This normally leads to additional RCCH delay and loading, as well as an increase in the dropped call rate. As the third-generation wireless systems introduce new single-packet-based services and features, such as satellite location tracking and wireless automated payment systems, so the use of single-packet messaging on the W-CDMA RCCH will increase significantly over current systems. Thus, the W-CDMA RCCH will need to support much higher packet arrival rates, as well as the simultaneous reception of RA packets from multiple MSs. First, we need to explain some of the details about W-CDMA and its operation. The proposed standard for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service Terrestrial Radio Access system [1] issued by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute's Special Mobile Group 2 (ETSI-SMG2) technical committee includes a wide-band direct-sequence (DS)-CDMA mode, commonly known as W-CDMA. The W-CDMA RA channel is used by an MS to originate calls, respond to a BS "page," and perform autonomous MS location registration updates and other similar idle-status tasks, as well as support short message service data packets.
The key feature of the W-CDMA RA channel is that the MS makes use of a randomly assigned, two-dimensional (timeslotoffset and preamble sequence) multichannel CDMA architecture to allow simultaneous reception of multiple RA packets during one timeslot and to more evenly distribute the arriving packets during the time frame for increased packet synchronization.
Previous simulation analysis of the W-CDMA RA channel [3] assumed that any cochannel RA packets (i.e., those with the same timeslot-offset and preamble sequence assignment) will collide and their RA attempts will be unsuccessful, which results in retransmission of the RA packets after a random waiting period. However, this analysis is somewhat pessimistic, because it does not include the fact that multiple matched-filter-based BS receivers could receive RA packets from multiple MSs, transmitting in the same timeslot and with the same preamble sequence, as long as the RA packets are offset in time by more than one chip, (i.e., the autocorrelation period of the spreading sequence). Also, since it is assumed that the MSs transmit in an independently fading signal environment and the BS uses receive antenna diversity, there is a finite probability that one or more of the arriving RA packets could have sufficient signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) to be received successfully. Thus, a more realistic model for the throughput of the RA channel can be developed, which accounts for some of the effects of radio signal propagation and BS receiver design characteristics on the physical-layer performance.
A great deal of work has been done over the past decade on the performance of the slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA) protocol and its variants over fading channels. Much of this prior research is discussed by Al-Semari and Grami in [2] . This paper differs from the previous literature in that it looks at the synchronization and throughput performance of both slotted-offset and slotted-ALOHA channels with a two-dimensional randomizing packet arrivals process, rather than simply assuming a single-dimension Poisson RA packet arrivals process. Additionally, this paper draws on work by Abdel-Hafez and Safek [9] to derive SINR equations for W-CDMA RA channel performance; and by Simon and Alouini [11] to derive closed-form equations for the channel bit error rate (BER), rather than using numerical integration to calculate a result. Section II describes the structure and protocol of the W-CDMA RA channel. Section III derives a closed-form equation for the probability mass function (PMF) of the packet timeslot and signature code arrivals process for both the randomized slotted-offset-and randomized slotted-ALOHA-based RA channels. In Section IV, a theoretical analysis of the average packet arrival SINR for multipacket collisions is derived for identically distributed, Nakagami-faded signals with BS receive antenna selection diversity. In Section V, the RA channel BER and throughput are derived for a given received packet signal-to-noise ratio, data spreading factor, packet arrival rate, Nakagami-fading parameter, and selection diversity antenna configuration. Section VI discusses the results of the analysis, and Section VII gives the conclusions of this paper.
II. RA CHANNEL CONFIGURATION
Two timeslot configurations are considered in this paper: randomized slotted-offset and randomized S-ALOHA configuration. These two RA channel configurations are described and their practical characteristics contrasted below.
A. Randomized Slotted-Offset Timeslot Configuration
The W-CDMA RA system as currently proposed in [1] consists of a two-dimensional (slotted-offset and preamble sequence) random assignment channel. The slotted-offset timeslot configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . The MS randomly selects any of eight timeslot offsets (each spaced 1.25 ms apart) within a 10-ms time frame in which to start its RA packet transmission. Note in the diagram that the total timeslot duration appears to be longer than 10 ms. This additional 1.25 ms will be explained in Section II-C. The key advantage of the randomized slotted-offset configuration is that the longer timeslot of the slotted-offset configuration allows for a longer message length and/or a higher spreading factor when compared with an S-ALOHA-based RA system operating at the same chipping rate. Indeed, more recent versions of the proposed ETSI W-CDMA specification allow for a 20-ms RA packet, i.e., twice the length of the time frame.
B. Randomized S-ALOHA Timeslot Configuration
In contrast, a comparable randomized S-ALOHA-based RA channel has orthogonal (nonoverlapping) timeslots, as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, each mobile selects one of the timeslots at random in which to transmit its RA message. The number of timeslots in the 10-ms time frame for the comparable S-ALOHA system can be set to eight, four, or two with corresponding timeslot durations of 1.25, 2.5, or 5 ms, respectively. Note that the randomized S-ALOHA system is different from the conventional S-ALOHA systems in one key aspect. In a conventional S-ALOHA system, when a terminal needs to transmit a message, it does so at the beginning of the next timeslot. In randomized S-ALOHA systems, when a terminal needs to transmit, it waits until the beginning of the next (10 ms) time frame and then selects one of the timeslots (from the next time frame) at random in which to transmit its message. In this way, the probability of cotimeslot collisions on the RA channel is reduced, which is especially advantageous when the MS terminals transmit periodically (e.g., during MS autonomous system registration).
The primary advantage of the randomized S-ALOHA-based RA system over the randomized slotted-offset system is that since the shorter timeslots are orthogonal, the interference level is limited to those RA packets that are randomly assigned to the same timeslot during a 10-ms time frame. Obviously, as the number of timeslots per 10-ms time frame is increased, so the RA packet duration, probability of cotimeslot collision, and spreading factor all decrease. The PMF for the number of cotimeslot RA packet arrivals for the randomized S-ALOHA channel is calculated in Section III-B. The secondary advantage of S-ALOHA over slotted offset is that the timeslots are much shorter in S-ALOHA (depending on the number of timeslots per time frame), so the fading channel will be more stationary during the RA packet transmission period. The throughput performance of the two RA channel configurations with different coherence times (i.e., Doppler) is not analyzed in this paper.
Thus, the main performance tradeoffs between the two RA channel systems (for the same message length and chip rate) are those of higher spreading factor and higher cochannel interference level for the slotted-offset system versus lower spreading factor and lower cochannel interference (collision probability mass) for the S-ALOHA-based RA system. Also, slotted-ALOHA systems are limited to an RA packet length equal to the timeslot duration, whereas slotted-offset-based RA systems can have much longer RA packet durations.
C. W-CDMA RA Packet Configuration
The W-CDMA RA packet [1] itself consists of three parts: a 1-ms preamble part (used for MS synchronization and data scrambling code identification), a 0.25-ms guard space, and a 10-ms data message part, as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus the total RA packet length is 11.25 ms. The modulating chip rate for RA packet transmissions in this paper is set at 4.096 Mcps for both slotted-offset and S-ALOHA RA channels. It is important to note that the W-CDMA specification is currently in the proposal phase, so the parameters for the RA channel configuration mentioned in this paper are referenced from [1] and may differ from the latest W-CDMA specification, (e.g., the W-CDMA proposed specification now supports both a 10-and a 20-ms RA packet data portion, the nominal modulating chip rate is now 3.84 Mc/s, etc.).
D. RA Preamble Configuration and Assignment
The preamble part consists of one of 16 different orthogonal signatures (i.e., preamble sequences), based on a set of orthogonal gold codes (OGC) of length 16 symbols. The preamble sequence is spread by one of 256 possible preamble spreading codes, which are themselves OGCs of length 256 chips. All of the preamble spreading codes are used in the system, and the codes are planned such that neighboring cells do not use the same preamble spreading code. The preamble sequence, spreading code, and timeslot are chosen by the MS in the following way [1] . Upon initial MS startup, an MS first acquires receiver synchronization with a BS by listening to all of the local BS's primary and secondary synchronization channels (SCHs). Then the MS synchronizes to the BS with the strongest signal strength and/or lowest estimated path loss. The MS then listens to that BS's broadcast control channel (BCCH) to identify which preamble sequences and preamble spreading codes have been assigned. Not all 16 of the preamble sequences have to be assigned in a BS, and BS's can have more than one preamble spreading code if required. When an MS needs to transmit an RA burst, the MS chooses a timeslot access offset and preamble sequence at random and uses the preamble spreading code assigned by the BS. The timeslot offset and preamble sequence assignment probabilities are independently and uniformly distributed. As with the S-ALOHA system, there is no BS contention control on the ETSI-proposed W-CDMA common control physical channel for avoidance of RA packet collision [1] .
E. Message Part Configuration
The W-CDMA RA packet data part consists of a binary message of size 160, 320, 640, or 1280 bits dependent on the spreading factor [1] . In this paper, 160 bits is chosen as the nominal data message length for comparison between the slotted-offset and S-ALOHA RA channels. The data message is first spread using one of 64 possible orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes, chosen based on which of the (16) preamble sequences and (four) data message lengths are selected. The spreading factor of the OVSF code corresponds directly to the data message length as shown in Table I . The spread data symbols are then scrambled by one of 256 Kasami codes of length 40 960 chips (10-ms period), corresponding to the preamble spreading code defined on the BS BCCH. The scrambling code is used to reduce the cross-correlation between multiple MSs transmitting on the same timeslot (i.e., "multipacket collisions").
F. RA Packet Receiver Design and Operation
A typical implementation of the BS RA receiver for a single preamble sequence from [1] is shown in Fig. 4 . This basic design would need to be implemented in 16 parallel channels in order to receive RA packets with all of the possible preamble sequences.
The RA receiver operates as follows: the received signal is fed into a matched filter, matched to the BS specific preamble spreading code. The output of the matched filter is then correlated to one of the 16 preamble sequences. The output of the preamble correlator will have peaks corresponding to the timing of any RA burst using the specific preamble code and preamble sequence. The estimated timing can then be used to synchronize parallel single-tap "rake" receivers for the reception of the data part of the RA burst. Multitap rake combiners are not implemented, as there is no way to differentiate between preamble peaks from the multipath of one MS RA packet or peaks from multiple RA packets that have randomly selected the same timeslot-offset and preamble sequence. As will be shown later in this paper, separately receiving multiple RA attempts with the same timeslot-offset and preamble sequence allows a significant increase in the potential RA channel throughput. Hence, the timing estimator in Fig. 4 is shown to track on three peaks from the peak detector, which as will be shown in Fig. 7 , is sufficient to synchronize to over 90% of the RA packet preambles at moderate packet arrival rates, compared with about 70% RA packet preamble synchronization with a timing estimator tracking on a single peak.
III. PMF OF MULTIPLE ARRIVAL COLLISIONS
To analyze the possibility of resolution of an MS packet involved in a multiple packet collision at the BS receiver, it is important to first understand the timeslot and signature assignment statistics of both the preamble and data part of the RA packet.
First, we assume that all the MSs are independent in their randomized choice of timeslot and signature code [1] . Also, we assume that we know the "instantaneous" number of MSs that attempt to transmit RA bursts in a 10-ms time frame (i.e., the RA channel packet arrival rate). Once the number of timeslots and signature codes (preamble sequences) have been assigned by the BS, then the PMF of the RA packet timeslot and signature arrival process for the randomized S-ALOHA and slotted-offset systems can be derived for a given packet arrivals rate, as described below.
A. Randomized PMF Derivation
Two methods for calculating the PMF of a randomized arrival event with two-dimensional orthogonal channels (e.g., S-ALOHA timeslots or preamble signature codes) can be used. For small numbers of arrivals and signature codes, one can figure out all the possible "packet-arrival-event" permutations and then derive the PMF as in [3, eq. (3) ].
Now, for large numbers of packet arrivals, timeslots, and signature codes, the number of different permutations goes up almost exponentially, e.g., for 16 signature timeslots and 30 arrivals per timeslot, there are 10 discrete permutations, which makes manual derivation of the PMF impractical.
Instead, we derive the equation for the PMF of packet arrival collisions given a certain arrival rate and number of timeslots, as shown below.
B. S-ALOHA Timeslot Arrival PMF
We now define the equation for the PMF of the distribution of RA channel packet arrivals at the BS receiver per timeslot, for a multichannel S-ALOHA system from [4] , as Pr (1) where Pr is the probability that a packet will arrive in a timeslot containing a total of packets, is the number of packet arrivals in a 10-ms time frame (i.e., the RA packet arrival rate), is the number of timeslots in the 10-ms time frame (i.e., two, four, and eight for the comparable S-ALOHA system), and is the number of simultaneous RA packet arrivals in a timeslot. Obviously, and must exceed one and cannot exceed . The proof of (1) for this application is shown in Appendix A. This PMF is used later in the calculation of the throughput of the S-ALOHA RA channel (13) and is shown graphed for to packets per timeslot in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that at high RA channel arrivals rates (e.g., ), the probability for getting one to five packets per timeslot is about the same (i.e., 0.02) as the RA channel is saturated. Also, it can be simply shown from (1) or by summing the function values in Fig. 5 that at a moderate arrival rate of 20 packets per time frame (i.e., 2000 packets per second), more than 90% of the packets arrive in timeslots with less than five packets. So, it can be argued that for moderate "instantaneous" packet arrival rates (i.e., ), the central limit theorem (CLT) (whereby the sum of the interferers can be modeled by a Gaussian random variable) does not apply. This argument is used later in this paper in the formulation of (4).
C. Slotted-Offset RA Channel Arrival PMF
The slotted-offset RA channel has all the arriving packets from the current 10-ms time frame and potentially some from the previous time frame interfering (i.e., overlapping) to some extent with each other. Thus, the number of packet arrivals per timeslot offset can be assumed to be constant over the time frame and is simply defined by the packet arrival rate .
D. Timeslot: Preamble Sequence Arrival PMF for Slotted-Offset and S-ALOHA RA Packets
Similar to the derivation of (1), the PMF of RA packet preamble arrivals with the same preamble sequence (cosignature) and within the same timeslot for both the slotted-offset and the S-ALOHA RA channel can be written as Pr (2) where is the number of orthogonal signature codes (i.e., 16 preamble sequences for the ETSI proposed W-CDMA format [1] ), is the number of RA packets arriving simultaneously with the same signature code, and is the number of packets arriving within a single timeslot. Note that cosignature, cotimeslot RA packet arrivals are known as "cochannel."
To calculate the overall cochannel arrival probability for a given number of cochannel preamble arrivals, the probability of cosignature RA packet arrivals Pr must be calculated for all values of from to and then multiplied by the probability of receiving cotimeslot packet arrivals. Thus, given (1) and (2), the preamble "timeslot-signature code" (i.e., cochannel) arrival PMF can be rewritten in terms of the overall packet arrival rate as Pr (3) where is the number of cochannel RA preamble collisions per 10-ms time frame. Clearly, cannot exceed ; similarly, cannot exceed the total packet arrival rate . It is important to note that in contrast to the RA packet collision statistics, the preamble cochannel (i.e., cotimeslot, cosignature) collision statistics for a randomized slotted-offset and a randomized S-ALOHA RA channel are identical, given the same number of timeslots per time frame and signature codes, since the preambles begin at the same timeslot boundaries for both configurations. Thus, if there are timeslots at which an RA packet can arrive in a slotted-offset channel configuration, the probability of an packet cochannel preamble collision is equivalent to the probability of an packet cochannel preamble collision in a -timeslot S-ALOHA system.
The RA channel timeslot-signature-code collision probabilities are shown in Fig. 6 for the randomized slotted-offset and a comparable S-ALOHA RA channel.
The curves in Fig. 6 represent the probabilities for different numbers of RA packets arriving on the same timeslot with the same preamble signature code for a given packet arrival rate . This PMF is used to calculate the maximum potential RA channel throughput given a certain number of parallel single-tap rake receivers per preamble correlator and a given RA packet arrival rate.
If we now make the assumption that multiple "cotimeslot" RA packets coming from different MSs are offset by at least one chip period, such that the BS parallel preamble correlators are able to discriminate between different RA packet arrivals, then this PMF can be used to dimension the number of BS RA receivers required per preamble sequence, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Thus, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that at a packet arrival rate of 40 packets per time frame, more than 95% of all RA packet preambles can be synchronized by detecting the three largest distinct peaks when using a BS receiver design with multiple preamble correlators for each channel. This compares with synchronization of approximately 70% of the incoming RA packet preambles when using a BS receiver with just one preamble correlator per channel.
Note that the ability of the BS receiver to synchronize to multiple cochannel preambles assumes that the multiple cochannel RA packets coming from different MSs are offset by at least one chip period. This assumption is made in order that the BS parallel preamble correlators are able to discriminate between different RA packet arrivals. Note that multipath as well as cochannel mobiles may be erroneously detected, so an algorithm to intelligently select peaks separated by some predetermined amount (larger than the expected delay spread for that BS) would help reduce the synchronization errors.
IV. PDF OF PACKET ARRIVAL SINR IN NAKAGAMI-FADING
As mentioned in the Introduction, it was assumed in [3] that a "multiple-packet arrival" means lost packets. However, in this paper, it is assumed that the MSs transmit in an independently fading signal environment and that the BS uses receive selection antenna diversity. Thus, there is a finite probability that one or more of the arriving RA packets could have sufficient SINR to be received successfully. In this section, a model for the SINR of the RA channel is developed, based on the radio signal fading characteristics, the BS receiver antenna configuration, and the number of simultaneously arriving packets. Given this SINR model, the probability that a packet is received correctly can be determined.
A. RA Packet SINR With Single Antenna
All the RA packet arrivals are assumed to be independently Nakagami-faded with the same average ratio of bit energy to background noise and fading parameter . The random variable that describes the "instantaneous" SINR for a multipacket asynchronous CDMA collision is given with minor modifications in [9, eq. (12) ] as (4) where is the instantaneous power of the desired signal (in a Nakagami-fading channel, is the instantaneous received power of the th interferer (in a Nakagami-fading channel), is the bit period, is the one-sided power density of additive white Gaussian noise, is the processing gain of OVSF spreading code (i.e., ), is the instantaneous received for the desired signal, is the instantaneous received for the th interferer, and is the total number of packets involved in the multipacket collision. Note that (4) includes the additional factors (for the spread-spectrum processing gain) and 1/3 (for the asynchronous interference signal cross-correlation ratio), as described in [6] .
After numerous changes of variables and transformation of random variables, the pdf of the SINR for a CDMA packet in an asynchronous multipacket collision (similar to [9, where is the SINR for the desired packet, is the total number of simultaneously arriving RA packets, is the Nakagami fading parameter of the desired signal, is the fading parameter of the interfering signals, is the average received for the desired signal, is the average received for each of the interfering signals, and is the gamma function. As a simple example, this probability density function (pdf) is shown in Fig. 8 for (i.e., one interferer), a desired packet of 10, and an interferer packet of 1. It is not obvious to see from Fig. 8 , but can be shown through simple calculation that as the Nakagami-fading parameter is increased (thereby reducing the fading severity), so the corresponding mean (expectation) SINR reduces from 7.86 (at ) to 7.58 (at ). This is because as the fading gets more severe, the power level difference between packets increases and, hence, the SINR increases slightly.
Note that this SINR model differs from the traditional interference model for CDMA systems with a high number of users. In high-traffic models, the multiuser interference is generally modeled as a Gaussian [7] random variable with constant variance (on the basis of the central limit theorem). In this analysis, however, due to the lower number of packets involved during collisions in the randomized S-ALOHA channel, the CLT model of the interferers is not considered valid, so the instantaneous SINR model is utilized.
B. RA Packet SINR With Antenna Diversity
Now we need to include the effect of BS receiver (antenna) diversity, where the BS uses selection diversity to choose the antenna with the best SINR. It is assumed that the BS antennas used are spaced sufficiently apart that the received signals are considered independent and identically distributed. Using the equation for the pdf of the largest random variable selected from a series of independent and identically distributed random variables [8, (4. 43)], the pdf for the SIR of the average RA packet with multiple antenna selection diversity is given by (6) , where is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the SINR random variable and is derived in Appendix B and is the number of BS receiver diversity antennas. The resultant pdf is shown in Fig. 9 for two packet collisions in a Rayleigh channel with a varying number of BS diversity antennas (6) As expected, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that as the number of antennas is increased, so the mean SINR increases.
V. BER AND RANDOM ACCESS PACKET THROUGHPUT

A. Bit Error Probability
The average BER for a digital radio system is typically given by (7) The BER for a coherent binary phase-shift keying signal (using the desired form of the incomplete gamma function) is given from [10] as (8) Thus, the average BER for a collision involving packets is given by [11] as (9) After a change of variables, this equation is given with the integral on 's being given in the form of a Laplace transform, as shown in (10) (10) where the Laplace transform in (10) can then readily be evaluated using either of the following modified closed forms from [12] and [9, eq. (A.9)], respectively: (11) Thus, (10) gives the average BER for a slotted-offset RA packet in the presence of multiple interferers in a Nakagamifading channel with a single antenna receiver. The equation for the BER with BS antenna diversity reception cannot easily be determined in closed form, so only the numeric results for BER with diversity reception are presented in this paper. Note that (9) assumes that the desired packet is perfectly synchronized by the matched preamble correlator in the BS RA channel receiver and that the SINR (which defines the BER) is constant for the duration of the timeslot, i.e., the fading channel is relatively stationary over 10 ms for the slotted-offset RA time frame and over 1.25, 2.5, or 5 ms for the comparable randomized S-ALOHA RA channel timeslots.
B. RA Packet Throughput Rate
Now that the PMFs of packet arrival processes have been derived in (1) and (3), as well as the BER of the RA packets in (9), the overall packet throughput performance can be calculated. We make the assumption that the data part of the RA packet is 160 bits and has no error correction coding. Hence the correct packet rate is given by (12) Given the above assumptions, the average RA channel packet throughput is calculated from (13) The equation is the sum of the arrival probabilities of RA packet arrivals per timeslot (1), each multiplied by the average correct packet rate for a packet, given simultaneous RA packet arrivals (12) .
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results for this paper are graphed in Figs. 10-21 . The BER graphs are shown versus desired packet and the packet throughput graphs are shown versus the RA channel packet arrival rate (RA arrivals per 10-ms time frame). For all the BER graphs, it is shown that the BER converges to 0.5 at very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the performance is defined by thermal noise, whereas at high SNR, the performance tends to flatten off to multiple levels dependent on the fading severity, the amount of interference, and the spreading gain. Fig.10 shows the RA channel BER for various integer values of the Nakagami-fading parameter .
A. Effect of Fading Severity
It can be seen that at low RA packet , the performance is poor for all fading severities. As the increases to above 10 dB, then the fading severity has a great impact on the performance (i.e., at 20 dB , BER for versus BER for ). Fig. 11 shows the RA channel throughput versus packet arrival rate for an of 10 dB, spreading gain of 256, and varying fading severity.
As the packet arrival rate increases, so does the interference level, so the performance degrades. As with the BER charts, the RA channel throughput is highly dependent on the fading severity and the throughput at moderate RA packet arrival rates varies from more than 90% for (light fading) to less than 5% for (Rayleigh fading).
B. Effect of Spreading Gain
Fig . 12 shows the RA packet BER for various values of the BS spreading gain . At low and severe channel fading with only one interferer (i.e., ), the processing gain has little impact on the BER performance and the thermal noise dominates the SINR of the received signal. Varying the spreading gain by a factor of eight (i.e., by increasing from 32 to 256) improves the BER by approximately a factor of ten at high packet . Fig. 13 shows the RA packet throughput at various spreading gains.
At moderate packet arrival rates (i.e., 20 packets per time frame), light fading, and 10 dB , a spreading gain of 256 yields a throughput of 85%, whereas for a spreading gain of 32, the throughput drops to 10%.
C. Effect of Increasing Number of Interferers
Fig. 14 shows the BER for varying number of interferers. As expected, when the number of interferers increases, so the performance degrades further at higher , (i.e., BER for 20 interferers versus BER for one interferer. Figs. 15 and 16 show the BER when the ratio of the number of interferers to spreading gain is kept constant Int for both light and severe fading. Interestingly, the BER performance is identical for all when the fading is severe ( , Fig. 15 ). Only for light fading ( , Fig. 16 ) and high packet is there any difference in the performance. Here it is shown that a 10 increase in BER occurs for a small number of interferers and low spreading gain (i.e., Int ) compared to having a large number of interferers and high spreading gain (i.e., Int ). Fig.17 shows the packet throughput as the average packet SNR is varied from 6 to 20 dB in light fading . At moderate packet arrival levels (i.e., 20 packets per time frame), the throughput is 80% for an SNR of 10 dB and 95% for an SNR of 12 dB. At 6 dB SNR, the throughput is less than 20%. Fig. 18 shows the BER performance in moderate fading for varying numbers of BS diversity receiver antennas. At low , moderate fading , and moderate interference levels , the performance gain is small as expected, but as the SNR is increased, so the improvement in BER from antenna diversity can be clearly seen. That is, using a single antenna, the BER is 0.001 versus 1 10 for five antennas. Fig. 19 shows the RA packet throughput with various antenna configurations.
D. Effect of SNR
E. Effect of Antenna Diversity
As expected, increasing the number of antennas from one to two has a great effect on the throughput ( 50% at all packet arrival rates), whereas increasing the number of diversity antennas above three has diminishing performance returns.
F. Randomized Slotted-Offset Versus S-ALOHA RA Channel Performance
Figs. 20 and 21 show the comparison in throughput performance between the randomized slotted-offset and the S-ALOHA RA channels for light and severe fading with no antenna diversity.
In light fading ( , Fig. 20) , the slotted-offset RA channel has almost identical performance to the randomized S-ALOHA RA channel at all packet arrival rates, since the higher interference level of the slotted-offset channel is compensated for by the corresponding increase in processing gain.
In severe fading ( , Fig. 21 ), the slotted-offset RA channel performs very slightly worse than the randomized S-ALOHA RA channel at all packet arrival rates, indicating that in severe fading conditions, the higher interference level (from a much larger number of independently fading sources) in the slotted-offset RA channel combined with the increased fading severity tends to reduce the average RA packet SINR more than for a comparable S-ALOHA system. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We have developed closed-form equations for the PMFs of the slotted-offset-and S-ALOHA-based RA timeslot and preamble sequence arrival processes, as well as the overall cochannel RA collision statistics. Based on these PMFs, we show that the maximum potential throughput of the slotted-offset and S-ALOHA RA channel is limited by the BS RA channel receiver's ability to discriminate and synchronize to multiple RA packets with the same "timeslot-preamble sequence" combination. We then show that a BS receiver design with three parallel preamble correlators per channel enables synchronization and partial resolution of cochannel RA packets, which then provides a significant potential improvement in the RA packet throughput performance when compared to a BS receiver design with a single preamble correlator (i.e., a BS receiver with no resolution of cochannel collisions).
We have developed closed-form equations for the "instantaneous" SINR and BER of RA packets involved in multipacket collisions with Nakagamifading. This SINR formulation gets around the problem of approximating the sum of powers from a small number of interfering signals, as used with traditional CDMA SIR calculations. Then we use the S-ALOHA collision statistics and calculated packet throughput results in order to compare the performance of the single timeslot slotted-offset RA channel to that of a comparable S-ALOHA-based RA channel with varying timeslot/spreading gain combinations.
The results clearly illustrate the sensitivity of the slotted-offset RA channel performance to fading channel severity, packet , spreading gain, and the number of selection diversity antennas. Finally, it is shown that the slotted-offset RA channel (as proposed in the ETSI W-CDMA specification) performs about the same as the randomized S-ALOHA-based RA channel in light fading and very slightly worse than randomized S-ALOHA in severe fading. Overall, given very similar performance results, the key advantage for the slotted-offset RA channel over the S-ALOHA configuration is that the slotted-offset system supports much longer RA data message lengths than the comparable S-AHOHA system. 
APPENDIX A
The equation for the PMF of the number of packets in a timeslot for a randomized S-ALOHA-based system can be shown from [4] to be Pr (14) where is the number of packets arriving per 10-ms time frame, is the number of timeslots per time frame, and is the total number of packets arriving in a timeslot.
The reasoning is that any one packet will be assigned to one of the timeslots with a probability of one. Then, consider how the remaining packets will be distributed among all the timeslots. For the chosen packet, it will be in a timeslot containing exactly packets if and only if just of the other packets fall into the same timeslot. All of the remaining packets should land in other timeslots. The distribution of the other packets falling into any specified timeslot is given by Binomial . As an example, for a system with RA packets per time frame and timeslots, we have Note that the probabilities sum to one, i.e., . Thus, it can be seen from the above results that on average, approximately 67% of RA packets arrive in a unique timeslot without collision, around 28% of the RA packets arrive in a two-packet collision, 4% of RA packets arrive in a three-packet collision, and almost 1% of RA packets arrive in a four-packet collision.
The manual approach to calculating the RA packet arrival PMF is shown below. First we look at the probabilities of all the possible packet arrival event outcomes and calculate what portion of those arrival events have packets in timeslots containing a total of packets. The different discrete packet arrival event outcomes and their respective probabilities are shown in Table II .
Therefore, if we look at what portion of the packets arrives in a timeslot containing a total of packets, we can calculate the probability that a packet is in a timeslot containing a total of packets as Note that this is the same result as given by the binomial equation (14) at the beginning of this Appendix.
APPENDIX B
Calculation of cdf of SNR of RA channel packet with Nakagami-fading with multiple antenna selection diversity ( 
